introducing the new theories or approaches, such publications look at how a particular field has emerged and is emerging as we read -with the development of technologies and global processes.
The editors of the volume, Johan Andersson and Lawrence Webb, make their task more challenging by looking into two cases at once -film studies and urban studies -and their combinations within the array of interdisciplinary enquiry. Interestingly, it is exactly globalization and the rapid development of digital technologies that make these disciplines merge and complement one another, as the editors reveal in the introduction. Film studies are 'remapping' their understanding of national cinema in the context of the transnational and the global. Urban studies, in turn, are dramatically influenced by the audiovisual media and their role in the production of space. The purpose of the volume, therefore, is in the exploration of these evolving relationships, while a specific emphasis is put onto rethinking the basic terms and concepts of both film and urban studies. 
